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Introduction:  The Moon is generally thought to 
have formed from the debris ejected by the impact of a 
planet-sized object with the proto-Earth towards the 
end of planetary accretion.  While the “lateness” of this 
event during the Earth’s accretion has been assumed 
and/or favored for over a decade [1], it has never been 
quantitatively demonstrated nor precisely quantified.  
Here, we identify a new mechanism – differential mo-
mentum transfer during three-body encounters – for 
tilting the primordial lunar orbit.  We show that the 
inclination of the lunar orbit is a sensitive recorder of 
dynamical events in the Earth-Moon system and that 
the smallness of its value (~5 degrees at present) is a 
reflection of the occurrence of the Moon-forming event 
towards the very end of Earth’s accretion.  With this 
mechanism, we can quantify how dynamically pristine 
the Earth-Moon system is, constrain the largest post-
lunar-formation impacts with the Earth, and limit the 
angular momentum change of the system via collision-
al and collisionless interactions with remnant bodies 
following the Moon-forming event. 

The Moon-forming impact is thought to have gen-
erated a compact debris disk (within < 10 Earth radii) 
from which the Moon rapidly accreted.  Like Saturn’s 
rings, the proto-lunar disk is expected to have become 
an equatorial disk on a timescale rapid relative to its 
evolutionary timescale.  Hence, so long as the proto-
lunar material disaggregated into a disk following the 
giant impact, the Moon is expected to have accreted 
within ~1 degree of the Earth’s equator plane [2].  Tid-
al evolution calculations suggest that for every degree 
of inclination to the Earth’s equator plane at an Earth-
Moon separation of 10 RE, the lunar orbit will exhibit 
half a degree of inclination to Earth’s orbital plane at 
its present separation of 60 RE [3, 4].  Hence, the pre-
sent ~5 degree lunar inclination – without external 
influences – translates to a ~10 degree primordial in-
clination relative to Earth’s equator shortly after lunar 
formation.  This ~10x difference between the modern 
system and theoretical expectations has become known 
as the lunar inclination problem. 

 
Previous work: Prior work on this problem has 

sought to identify mechanisms such as a gravitational 
resonance between the newly formed Moon and the 
Sun [5] or the remnant proto-lunar disk [6] that can 
excite the lunar inclination to its present high value.  
However, neither one of the proposed mechanisms has 
been established as the former requires particular val-
ues of the tidal dissipation parameters while the latter 
has only been shown to be viable in an idealized sys-

tem where a single Moon interacts with a single pair of 
resonances in the proto-lunar disk.  Here, we identify 
three-body encounters as an excitation mechanism that 
can – in fact – generate inclinations much larger than 
that which is observed.  We then ask a different ques-
tion: why isn’t the inclination of the lunar orbit greater 
than it is?  We then use the smallness of the observed 
value of the inclination to set constraints on the amount 
and character of accretion experienced by the Earth-
Moon system following its origin. 

 
Context: After the giant impact and lunar accre-

tion, lasting at most ~103 years [7, 8], the Moon begins 
a steady outward tidal evolution.  On a timescale rapid 
relative to the timescale between large impacts in the 
final stage of planet formation (~106-107 years) [9], the 
lunar orbit expands through the action of tides to an 
Earth-Moon separation of ~20-30 RE, transitions from 
precession around the spin-axis of the Earth to preces-
sion around the vector normal to its heliocentric orbital 
plane [3], and its inclination becomes insensitive to the 
shifting of the Earth’s equator plane via impacts [10]. 
However, the lunar inclination remains sensitive – in-
deed becomes more sensitive – to excitation via differ-
ential momentum transfer as orbital expansion pro-
ceeds.  While the lunar eccentricity may be damped via 
tidal dissipation in the Moon, the lunar inclination is 
largely preserved via tidal evolution over geologic time 
and carries information about dynamical events in the 
history of the Earth-Moon system.  The present lunar 
orbit is therefore a reflection of the dynamical envi-
ronment prevailing in the inner Solar System at the 
time of the lunar-forming event. 

 
Model/Results: We have developed a model track-

ing the early orbital evolution of the Earth-Moon sys-
tem subject to tides and gravitational encounters from 
interloping bodies.  We use the model to follow inter-
actions with the nascent Earth-Moon system in the tens 
of millions of years followings its formation.  We find 
that both collisional and collision-less interactions with 
the Earth-Moon system can significantly excite the 
system dynamically (Fig. 1).  While the effects of in-
plane perturbations excite the eccentricity and can be 
erased via tidal dissipation over geologic time, out-of-
plane perturbations will excite the lunar inclination and 
will be largely preserved over the subsequent history.  
Importantly, encounters of remnant bodies with the 
nascent terrestrial planets are expected to be in the 
“dispersion” regime, that is, isotropic [10].  Statistical 
constraints can therefore be placed on the remnant 
bodies, including constraints on the size distribution 
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[11] of remnant populations and on the most massive 
member (after the Moon-forming impactor). 

 

 
Fig. 1 – A simulation of lunar inclination excitation via 
collisionless and collisional interactions with a single 
massive body of ~0.01 ME.  Both cumulative collision-
less and impulsive collisional excitation (at ~20 Myrs) 
contribute significantly to the final excitation.  In this 
simulation, subsequent tidal evolution via planetary 
tides alone reproduces the observed inclination of the 
modern Moon. 
 
Due to the stochasticity inherent in this problem, we 
have performed a large number of simulations to quan-
tify the statistical constraints on likely outcomes.  We 
will present results showing the sensitivity of the exci-
tation to the amount and nature of post-impact accre-
tion as well as sensitivity to early tidal evolution rates. 
 

 
Fig. 2 – A summary of several hundred simulations 
used to characterize likely outcomes of three-body 
interactions in the Earth-Moon system.  Displayed are 
the median values and 1σ intervals of inclination exci-
tation versus the mass of late accretion delivered in a 
single massive body with k2/Qp = 0.03. 
 

 

Dynamical environments: There is currently an 
active, vigorous debate regarding the nature of the 
Moon-forming impact, with ideas ranging from the 
classic Mars-mass impactor onto a nearly-formed pro-
to-Earth [1, 12, 13], to a nearly symmetric collision 
between two ~half-Earth-mass bodies [14], to a high-
velocity, nearly head-on collision with a rapidly-
rotating Earth [15] to a Moon-forming impact that is 
described as a hit-and-run event [16].  While we do not 
attempt to determine which – if any – of these impacts 
corresponds to the Moon-forming event, we note that 
these distinct impacts correspond to distinct dynamical 
environments in the inner Solar System that can be 
identified. 

 
Conclusions: The Moon-forming giant impact has 

generally been assumed to take place towards the very 
end of terrestrial accretion.  The isotopic similarity 
observed between silicate Earth and Moon has been 
used to set constraints on post-Moon-formation terres-
trial accretion, but such a constraint requires assump-
tions about the composition and differentiation state of 
accreting bodies and their behavior upon impact.  
Here, we have identified a mechanism – three-body 
interactions – that can naturally reproduce the lunar 
orbital excitation and sets direct constraints on the 
number and mass of remnant bodies in the terrestrial 
planet region at the time of the Moon-forming giant 
impact. The implications of this constraint for the dy-
namical environment in the inner solar system at the 
time of lunar formation will be discussed. 
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